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Globalisation is inside everything – globalisation seems to work at all times and in all places, to penetrate all spheres of economic life and to determine both the worlds of practice and scientific discourse. For many it is obviously the challenge to economic development, coming for the individual enterprise as the need for restructuring under increasing competitive squeeze, for sectors as acceleration of ageing in their life cycle and/or growth perspective in new technologies, and for regions – and their population – as a threat or promise to their welfare. There is, of course, a broad scientific discourse on the various aspects of current globalisation. Nothing seems to be really new, however, when globalisation is merely seen as a process of increasing economic exchange between nations and regions. This perspective would open queries about the kind of globalisation in earlier historical periods, in particular the 19th century (Bordo et al., 2003). Most scholars would now agree, however, that something was different in the 20th century. We would argue in this book that globalisation always differs from time to time and from place to place, that it is continuously changing its face and that new ways are emerging for industries to link to each other across the world and across the regions.

More than two decades ago there was a lively debate about the emerging New International Division of Labour (NIDL) (Frobel et al., 1980). One of the driving forces, it was realised, was the new ability of firms to separate labour intensive from capital intensive processes in sectors like the textile and clothing industries. As a consequence, firms were able to relocate labour intensive production to locations that were characterised by low wages and sufficient supply of qualified labour. The emerging ‘globalisation’ seemed to be driven by cost minimizing strategies of firms. In fact, it required a host of accompanying innovations, e.g. in transport technology, resulting in a continuing decline of transportation costs and in process organisation, resulting in new routines. It was based on a diversity of changes in the regulatory environment of the firms, such as the implementation of new standards, regulations for re-imports to the country of origin, foreign investment protection laws in host countries and a new philosophy in the macro-economic policies of developing countries, i.e. export-promoting strategies. In an ex-post perspective it could be argued that this laid the base for learning